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Chetna K
My family and i stayed at the resort for 3 days. A well maintained and beautiful property in Rajkot. A well decorated heritage property. Good and clean rooms with excellent delicious food at the Restaurant. Mr Ankit Singh and the staff is very courteous and hospitable. They served us with great care. All the cuisines are up to the mark. We met the chef and congratulated him on his skills. A very elaborate menu for the complimentary breakfast. Overall a wonderful stay.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Chetna K



Shah Dhyey
We stayed at Heritage khirasara Palace Rajkot recently with my partner as a surprise for her birthday and we had a brilliant time. Lovely Palace , clean and well kept.

accommodated some special requests I asked for as a birthday surprise for my partner, flowers/balloons etc.Thank you so much Nasir Mansuri for suggest to Nice room Maharani Suite Room, very beautiful view of the swmimming pool, welcoming traditional flowers showering at that time of inter the palace and Some Decoration In The Room . This was a cherry on top for the lovely stay we had in Heritage and i would definitely stay here again without hesitation.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Shah Dhyey



swarup d
“One of the best resort in rajkot city with a awesome beauty, away from the crowded city you can just relax and enjoy the beauty with very peaceful of the surrounding area from room balcony. They have amazing staff, very polite and helpful. I hope I will visit again n again with…..
Keep it up!!!
Thanks 🙏 Again khirasara Team.”
[image: 5 Star Rating]

swarup d



Tushar Ranpariya
Very Good & Historical place…..feel peace in the palace, food is very good…..
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Tushar Ranpariya



arik kantesaria
Food was best and service was good. Nice place for weekend and small party. There were many amenities such as game zone, swimming pool, gym, etc. Vist this place atleast once if you are from Rajkot.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

arik kantesaria



Sheelkumar Gandhi
Nice for stay and best for food . Just at outside Rajkot city
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Sheelkumar Gandhi



Krupali Sureja
Ideal for Marriage functions, Maharaja Style. They have it all.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Krupali Sureja



Suresh Sadhwani
Beautiful heritage property 20 mins from rajkot . Open air breakfast , beautiful surroundings visible from the terrace and good rooms with personal balcony or sit out
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Suresh Sadhwani



Samirdan Gadhavi
Too good …must visit place
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Samirdan Gadhavi



Manish Rathod
It’s Heritage Lovely place one time must visit
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Manish Rathod



Jayendra Tank
Good food ane well managed services.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Jayendra Tank



KAJAL PATEL
Feel totally heritage there with latest concept, co operative staff, quality food
[image: 5 Star Rating]

KAJAL PATEL



Vibhor
nice heritage property to stay.clean ,well maintained.curteous staff..thumbs up for them.

comfortable, clean, prompt service
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Vibhor



Hitesh Joshi
Good Food manager was very helpful and gave tour even at late night
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Hitesh Joshi



Yash Malhotra
Foodies like this place. Place to go with family.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Yash Malhotra



Jigar Rajput
No Complaint, Everything was Perfect. Main thing is Food is delicious, staff was Also helping nature. People Can feel Royal There. Great Atmosphere.

Thanks for Everything @Heritage khirasara Palace.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Jigar Rajput



sagar govani
I love this place it’s heritage peace and staff and food are very good
[image: 5 Star Rating]

sagar govani



Ronak Mansuri
I went at midnight,and shef sandeep made me a Irish Latte,which was fab..they have this wind and waves 24 hrs cafe in peaceful place in palace…Amazing vibes…
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Ronak Mansuri



Keval Trivedi
Grand and royal for a reason.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Keval Trivedi



HRISHIT SEDANI
One of the Heritage palace in Rajkot which belongs King of the rajkot, (to the Royal family) Is one of the greatest hotels of all time i have visited. It has luxurious and spacious rooms, amazing food also serves cakes and pastries as well as sweets. The all time open 24 hour cafe is a special place where one can visit anytime. The people who loves Heritage places and photography must visit the place, as they could click some amazing pictures for there collection and take back as there memories.

PS: Special camera is charged a specific amount of cost around 1K Indian INR. Phones are allowed and photography through phone is free….

PS: It also provides a hall on rent for any of ur special occasions, which is likely for about 200/250 people.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

HRISHIT SEDANI



PIYUSH
Ver nice, staff behaviour aminities ever thing was superb Everthing was great and pleasing
[image: 5 Star Rating]

PIYUSH



Janak Upadhyay
Nice place to stay during winter
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Janak Upadhyay



Alok
nice property and we’ll appointed rooms, courteous staff… over all a relaxing experience
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Alok



rajiv Raychura
Nice place for weekend trip
[image: 5 Star Rating]

rajiv Raychura



Sb Thakkar
Nyc place, had lots of fun!!
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Sb Thakkar



Kalidas
Amazing and v good staff property is also good
[image: 5 Star Rating]




Ronak
very comfortable with quite area
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Ronak 



Ghed Oneraj
Good place for Hangout, food was good
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Ghed Oneraj



kamlesh Ahir
Old story is interesting
[image: 5 Star Rating]

kamlesh Ahir



Kumar Shashi
Great place for leisure and dining.Located in Kalavad road
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Kumar Shashi



Ashish Ganatra
Love to visit this place. Nice ambience, peaceful yet elegant, nice food & services.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Ashish Ganatra



Sachin Makwana
The palace previously was a fort of maharaja, which later on converted into a hotel.

But it still holds the beauty and all that maharaja feeling to it.

Very well constructed surrounding a lake on hilly place and with very good security. It is very spacious and splendid.

Food is also very good and is available 24/7.

The staff it’s also vadu good in taking care of the guest.

Overall very good experience staying at the hotel.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Sachin Makwana



HRISHIT SEDANI
One of the Heritage palace in Rajkot which belongs King of the rajkot, (to the Royal family) Is one of the greatest hotels of all time i have visited. It has luxurious and spacious rooms, amazing food also serves cakes and pastries as well as sweets. The all time open 24 hour cafe is a special place where one can visit anytime. The people who loves Heritage places and photography must visit the place, as they could click some amazing pictures for there collection and take back as there memories.

PS: Special camera is charged a specific amount of cost around 1K Indian INR. Phones are allowed and photography through phone is free….

PS: It also provides a hall on rent for any of ur special occasions, which is likely for about 200/250 people.
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HRISHIT SEDANI



Bhavisha Tanna
Superb place to spend whole day. . . Food is also good… Very peaceful place to visit. Big garden is there where photo sessions are also possible. . . If destination wedding is your plan then chooose this place. Many wedding’s happen here. . . . You will b having big parking space as well.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Bhavisha Tanna



Jigar Rajput
No Complaint, Everything was Perfect. Main thing is Food is delicious, staff was Also helping nature. People Can feel Royal There. Great Atmosphere.

Thanks for Everything @Heritage khirasara Palace.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Jigar Rajput



Ladva Vipul
Really great place for dinner.

Punjabi food is just awesome.

Its little expensive but its totally worth.

Must visit place in weekend.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Ladva Vipul



Sachin Makwana
The palace previously was a fort of maharaja, which later on converted into a hotel.

But it still holds the beauty and all that maharaja feeling to it.

Very well constructed surrounding a lake on hilly place and with very good security. It is very spacious and splendid.

Food is also very good and is available 24/7.

The staff it’s also vadu good in taking care of the guest.

Overall very good experience staying at the hotel.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Sachin Makwana



Pioneer19983343273
Heritage Khirasara Palace is one of the best hotel in Rajkot. The hotel is hygienic and staff is too good. All of them were wearing good smile on their faces this is the plus point. Food is very yummy. Service is very good for standard maintained heritage palace.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Pioneer19983343273



Shrawan09
You can actually feel the grandness when you stay in this property. Beautifully restored palace, amazing atmosphere, classic rooms with modern amenities, and just an out of this world service. Although the cook needs some work with “Non-Indian” cuisines, the breakfast and tasty kathiyawadi food more than makes up for it.

You can take a dip in the traditional Kund (Swimming pool), play indoor games, and have a nice romantic dinner, without leaving the property. I would give this place 5 stars for the Ambience and Service alone… Everything else is a bonus..
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Shrawan09



Darshan
I will have to say that first stay in heritage khirasara palaceI we loved the heritage khirasara palace . My boyfriend and I are a younger couple and celebrating my 28th birthday on June 28th . Reading the reviews prior to our stay I will have to say I was really nervous as to how our stay would go. But as soon as I got there everything was perfect! The food was the best. Breakfast, lunch, and dinner! I love that it was so small and everyone remembered our faces. Mr. Nasir Mansuri arranged bookey and cake also decoration that was very beautiful and Nice give beautiful Room also room view was awesome about during the stay tried to make our experience the best! amazing as every thing .The drinks were perfect, and the environment was so relaxing. I loved it.I have stayed at 5 star ( recommend the HERITAGE KHIRASARA PALACE Rajkot to other couples wanting to visit it is a great stay. Thank you Mr. Nasir Mansuri for making traditional welcoming and flower showering our stay so wonderful, I can’t remember all the other great people that also made it great but we love you!
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Darshan



Pavan
Another beautiful holiday comes to an end before getting back to the grind in life 😍😊
I would like to suggest you, during your Rajkot tour, once visit this palace, definitely you will love it as I am in love with this place, staff is fully trained and professional, specially I love to thanks to front office staff they are very welcoming and professional, they help with Palace’s service.
Thank you guys 😍😍
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Pavan 



Madhukar
very good hotal and food was amazing with nice and beautiful location.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Madhukar



Rajiv
Very good hotel, good staff and very testy food.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Rajiv



Shweta
It is an excellent place to stay and enjoy the heritage 🙂

The staff is good and the food is awesome

For me it is 5/5
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Shweta



Lalit
great

good food good ambience MORNING walk
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Lalit



Anil
it is good place

place location and peaceful
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Anil



Atit
best one

good rooms with interior
[image: 5 Star Rating]




darshan
exellent service with tasty food
[image: 5 Star Rating]

darshan



Mukesh
Good Ambiance, Prompt Service and tasty food… worth staying here
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Mukesh



Sahil
Stayed here for a Night

Amazing experience!
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Sahil



sidpara varun
As name suggests.its heritage and palace.Good location.Best food.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

sidpara varun



Manoj Chauhan
Best hotel
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Manoj Chauhan



Asha Nathwani
Super good ambience and food, a bit o. The steeper side though
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Asha Nathwani



Hardik Bulchandani
One of the best places to have a dinner with family.

Nice place Eat All type of cuisines.

Coffee shop open for all-night.

Heritage Place nd royal place to have a meal.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Hardik Bulchandani



Vivek Dwivedi
Visited 2 times…

Awesome experience for fort…

No camera allowed in side fort..

Nice place to spend a evening….

Open garden , open restaurant and fountain..

Romantic place best for couples…

Rooms are also available……

Its bit outside the city but u will find everything inside it…

Foos Taste is good..
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Vivek Dwivedi



Makwana Mitesh
Heritage of Saurashtra..

Now it is hotel..
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Makwana Mitesh



Ashokkumar Patel
It’s very nice heritage palace to visit for very good food courtiou ,polite and honest staff.must visit.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Ashokkumar Patel



Bhavesh Punadia
awesome place
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Bhavesh Punadia



Bhargav R Tanti
Historic place with nice restaurant
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Bhargav R Tanti



Dhaval Sejpal
It is very nice palace we enjoy lots
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Dhaval Sejpal



neha baraiya
Best heritage place. You can enjoy weekend nights
[image: 5 Star Rating]

neha baraiya



wrishi thanki
Nice place with Royal service and tasty food.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

wrishi thanki



AshaBen TrivediBhayo
Wonderful place
[image: 5 Star Rating]

AshaBen TrivediBhayo



gopi vyas
Best place for destination weddings or to dinner with friends and family
[image: 5 Star Rating]

gopi vyas



Manthan Joshi
Amazing location, Superb Architecture, Royale Suites, Heavenly Delicious Multi Cuisine Food, Customer centric services, and King size lifestyle! What else do you need?
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Manthan Joshi



Netram Optic
What a place and taste i am follow in love
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Netram Optic



Kamlesh Mehta
Very good resort for holidays and Function.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Kamlesh Mehta



gogan Kambaliya
(Translated by Google) Great hotel

(Original)

Super hotel
[image: 5 Star Rating]

gogan Kambaliya



ANIKET Vaidya
Best experience for the price till date
[image: 5 Star Rating]

ANIKET Vaidya



Devendrasinh Jadeja
Good place for visiting with family and friends
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Devendrasinh Jadeja



Patel Dhruvit
Fully comfortable
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Patel Dhruvit



paresh khajuria
The best place to dine in and to spend a day out in Rajkot….👍👍👍👌😊
[image: 5 Star Rating]

paresh khajuria



Dr.Gaurang Joshi
Delicious food and heritage palace of Rajkot…
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Dr.Gaurang Joshi



Rangeelo Rajkoty
Great palace and awesome staff. The landscape is awesome. The dishes are somewhat expansive but this is what you should be prepared for if you wish to dine at such an upscale place
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Rangeelo Rajkoty



chirag parekh
Very nice and good at accomodation..should have to visit this place to feel peace and harmony of Rajwadi culture
[image: 5 Star Rating]

chirag parekh



Sahdevsinh Parmar
Sahdevsinh khirasra palace

Sahdevsinh Parmar



Patco Foods
adventure food hall
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Patco Foods



vijay katarmal
Nice place for Pre wedding photography
[image: 5 Star Rating]

vijay katarmal



Abdeali Vejlani
Name itself says everything.

Pure heritage
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Abdeali Vejlani



Jaydip Radadiya
Very good palace
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Jaydip Radadiya



katarmal khushal
Big palace hotel can have villas for rent ,big swimming pool and yummy food at good price ,excellent place for vacation.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

katarmal khushal



Prisha Shah
Breakfast is so good 👌 and hetal manegment are also
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Prisha Shah



Ronak Mansuri
I went at midnight,and shef sandeep made me a Irish Latte,which was fab..they have this wind and waves 25 hrs cafe in peaceful place in palace…Amazing vibes…
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Ronak Mansuri



Mitesh Sanathra
Very nice heritage hotel. Rooms are very beautiful & well maintained. Darbar Hall is big enough for wedding or any other functions for approx 2000 people. Food quality is very good. One can enjoy the luxury at Heritage Khirasara Palace.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Mitesh Sanathra



Archie shri
Best experience I ever had. Beautiful palace, excellent service. Must visit place
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Archie shri



Hiren Vyas
Nice food ..Superb ambiance..Must visit..
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Hiren Vyas



hardik chhaniyara
Spending golden time…..
[image: 5 Star Rating]

hardik chhaniyara



Rujuta Trivedi
This place truly depicts the khatiyawadi culture, a very well developed place and thoroughly enjoyed the time spent there
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Rujuta Trivedi



P M
Fabulous Place, Old Fort with New facilities, Best for Wedding planer
[image: 5 Star Rating]

P M



jadeja manojsinh
Suparb Haritage Rajawadi palace

(Translated by Google)

Suparb Haritage Rajawadi Palace
[image: 5 Star Rating]

jadeja manojsinh



Kings Party Events
Good destination wedding place
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Kings Party Events



Vishal Patel
Amazing place
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Vishal Patel



Darshil Lunagariya
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Nice place to go

Darshil Lunagariya



Devang J. Mehta
[image: 5 Star Rating]

One of the best Heritage Hotel

Devang J. Mehta



Archna Gupta
The place is nice. Far from the city, so no honking of the vehicles. Stay is very nice. This palace is a perfect blend of contemporary and modern. With Large lawns, greenery is nicely maintained. The palace also has small temple inside. Since the palace is on a Height, view from thr dining hall is mind blowing.

But there are some negatives also. They use cheap marketting tricks. There’s no lake near the palace, as projected by them. Also since it is far from the city, finding a conveyance is quite a task! Uber, ola dont work here!! Once you are in the palace hotel, you will be cut off from the main city so plan your activities accordingly.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Archna Gupta



Jyoti Singh
😍😍osum place
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Jyoti Singh



Bhavisha Tanna
Superb place to spend whole day. . . Food is also good… Very peaceful place to visit. Big garden is there where photo sessions are also possible. . . If destination wedding is your plan then chooose this place. Many wedding’s happen here. . . . You will b having big parking space as well.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Bhavisha Tanna



Mehuldan Gadhavi
Royal Place ..Room Is Very Nice …Food And Cafe Is Nice
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Mehuldan Gadhavi



Amola Vyas
Nice service and good place
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Amola Vyas



Navjyot Jadeja
If you are looking for luxurious get a way and amazing food with diversity in the taste. Then this is the place. And if your pockets are heavy and looking for Royal treatment, look no where.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Navjyot Jadeja



Nirav Kachhadiya
What a palace Superb
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Nirav Kachhadiya



KHARB UNITY ALL INDIA
Super place
[image: 5 Star Rating]

KHARB UNITY ALL INDIA



Christiana3102013
I would give it 8 Stars…..

“The Khirasara Palace is truly a “Palace”. Totally modern restoration of an ancient palace with large rooms, some with terraces, and the most beautiful pool we have ever seen in a hotel. Prices are incredibly low for the experience this tastefully designed hotel delivers. But the very best is the service. Nazir in reception made us totally feel welcome and at home and Djitenda and the other staff in the restaurant were superb.

Thank you!”
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Christiana3102013



kartik1403
AN ENJOYABLE EVENING WITH TEACHERS

“I am a regular visitor to this place. but in last 2 years I have visited it quite often.

The ambience is excellent as they have kept the original and traditional palace look intact with modern amenities to grace the place.

Food is delicious. Soup , starter and main course all.

Served in a very nice manner. Particularly I find a very friendly approach from the staff, Mr. Gauravbhai ( he normally books a good table on phone), Sanjaybhai – suggests dishes to order , not to forget Ankitbhai , he always serves a new dish with a better delicacy ( than adds it into the bill)..

Over all you can enjoy the place with family and friends. Go by 6.30 p.m. so that you can enjoy a nice evening and than take your dinner, take your own time to dine.

Thanks for the lovely evening, KHIRSARA PALACE AND THE STAFF.”
[image: 5 Star Rating]

kartik1403



Ankur Events
Ankur Events

“Had organised a surprise birthday party for one of our client at khirasra palace.Would like to thank mr.gaurav for his cooperation n support.Food was excellent.Ambiance was as great.staff was very courteous.thanx mr.gaurav for making our guests feel special.”
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Ankur Events



Kartik
Fabulous dinner at first date

“We went to eat for a dinner with my wife and friend. It was an awesome experience. Mr.Gaurav Prajapati was taking care each and every time, He was extremely polite and he catered to our customization and requirement with great care and concern. Mr.Sanjay, the captain, was also very kind and he came to our table personally to ask if everything was okay. Overall, the food was fabulous and so was the service! Will definitely come back!

Thank you!”
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Kartik



Yogesh
Mind blowing experience..

“I have planned a romantic candle light dinner date on the eve of this valentines day at akshay ghaat of khirasara palace. Mr. gaurav has planned everything so perfect that our valentines eve became more special. Best food best service best staff best location.. simply just perfect”
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Yogesh



NOTEY42
Excellent Environment and Hospitality Culture

“The property is constructed at elevated ground and away from hustle bustle of the city. A heaven for peace loving persons. Of course, a feeling of royalty is assured.

Only issue which I faced was hardness of the water supplied in the bathroom.

Hotel Staff is very courteous. Particularly, Naba Kumar and Dinesh Bhatt impressed me with their courteous and guest friendly behaviour.”
[image: 5 Star Rating]

NOTEY42



Hardy Patel
Best place in Rajkot to eat, chill, enjoy

“My wife and I visit the Palace monthly and I must say that the restaurant, managed by Gauravbhai and Anandbhai, is the very best in Rajkot in all aspects. Starting with the food, especially the Chinese food and the brownies, are the most authentic I have encountered in Gujarat. The ambience and aesthetics of the restaurant and the palace, including the beautiful garden, are a site to behold. Everything is nicely managed and kept up-to-date and at a very high standard.
However, the best part is the exquisite customer service provided by the staff led by Gauravbhai. Obviously, he and Anandbhai are very meticulous about each and every aspect of restaurant management. In the experience of my family and I, this is the best staff in all of Rajkot (actually all of Kathiawad!) Every staff member is extremely courteous, displays full manners, has great hospitality, embodies the best of customer service and emanates a positive mentality. Special mention must be made of Harish, Samir, and Litan, who time and again, are incredible and impressive in their service attitude towards us, their customers. Harish is especially always smiling and eager to serve his customers, being ever-enthusiastic.
This all goes back to management, I feel, being a part of the business industry myself. This is where Gauravbhai and Anandbhai get things “right”. Gauravbhai is consistently, continuously walking around as a hands-on manager, ensuring his employees perform to the highest standard and asking customers how they are, seeking feedback proactively about the food, service, etc. He even took time out of his busy schedule to give my family a tour of the incredible heritage property, explaining the history and significance of different areas in detail.

I wish more restaurants and organizations in Rajkot can display the same level of unparalled service, this is the “gold standard” in Rangilu Rajkot.”
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Hardy Patel



Shivramsinh
The only heritage property in Rajkot

“The Heritage Khirasara Palace is the only place that comes to my mind when I have to take my guests to see around places on and around Rajkot…This happens to be the only heritage property open for accommodation and dining in Rajkot…You are sure to be dazzled with its charm…Majestic feel, amidst the royal air when you dine or even laze around you feel pepped up…The food is outstanding and the hospitality of a different pedestal…i visited this place with my Chief General Manager BSNL Gujarat and Mr.Gaurav left no stone unturned to serve us with unforgettable delicacies….

My guests commented”the food is amazing and the ambience is just perfect for an outing like this”…Thanks Gaurav and the entire team for giving us a memorable experience….
PS:It’s 20 kms away from Rajkot hence this is it’s biggest merit and a demerit at the same time….
However take it from me if you are looking to create memories go to such a place..”
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Shivramsinh



Siddharth P
Mesmerising property with wonderful royal treatment… a genuine example of king size hospitality

“Awesome heritage property, it’s a huge and better than pictures. Darbaar hall is truly big & will remind you opera, furthermore the swimming pool (converted from old stepwell) & beautiful ancient temple within the property gives an extra elevation to the heritage value. The G. M of the property is very helpful & would like mention the name Ankit who works in restaurant Deparment, who customized our requirements smilingly.”
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Siddharth P



Kandarp Raval
Peaceful and Royal

“We arranged a merriage function of my sister here. The wow feeling at every stage of our stay.
Every staff member was really helpful especially Shubham Kacha helped us very much and made the experience more special. I really appreciate the positivity of Shubham during our 3 days stay.”
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Kandarp Raval



AshaBen TrivediBhayo
Wonderful place
[image: 5 Star Rating]

AshaBen TrivediBhayo



wrishi thanki
Nice place with Royal service and tasty food.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

wrishi thanki



Cotton dress
Nice place.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Cotton dress



neha baraiya
Best heritage place. You can enjoy weekend nights
[image: 5 Star Rating]

neha baraiya



Dhaval Sejpal
It is very nice palace we enjoy lots
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Dhaval Sejpal



Bhargav R Tanti
Historic place with nice restaurant
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Bhargav R Tanti



Bhavesh Punadia
awesome place
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Bhavesh Punadia 



Vikram Makwana
Nice place
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Vikram Makwana



Ashokkumar Patel
It’s very nice heritage palace to visit for very good food courtiou ,polite and honest staff.must visit.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Ashokkumar Patel



Makwana Mitesh
Heritage of Saurashtra..

Now it is hotel..
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Makwana Mitesh



Vivek Dwivedi
Visited 2 times…

Awesome experience for fort…

No camera allowed in side fort..

Nice place to spend a evening….

Open garden , open restaurant  and fountain..

Romantic place best for couples…

Rooms are also available……

Its bit outside the city but u will find everything inside it…

Foos Taste is good..
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Vivek Dwivedi



Hardik Bulchandani
One of the best places to have a dinner with family.

Nice place Eat All type of cuisines.

Coffee shop open for all-night.

Heritage Place nd royal place to have a meal.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Hardik Bulchandani



Asha Nathwani
Super good ambience and food, a bit o. The steeper side though
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Asha Nathwani



Manoj Chauhan
Best hotel
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Manoj Chauhan



sidpara varun
As name suggests.its heritage and palace.Good location.Best food.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

sidpara varun



Nayan Gajera
It’s perfect and very good place, I had enjoy a lot, also staff was very good and polit. Thank you so much 😇
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Nayan Gajera



Vishal Patel
Spreading over 7 acres of land, Heritage Khirasara Palace is a historical royal monument which has been restored to offer luxurious suites with unique royalty-inspired décor. Complimentary private parking is provided and chargeable Wi-Fi access is available. Complimentary 2-way shuttle service from Railway Station and bus station. 
The hotel is located 8.7 mi away from the bustling city of Rajkot. It is 11 mi from Swaminarayan Temple Rajkot and Prem Mandir, the Temple of Divine Love, while Rajkot Airport is about 12 mi from the hotel.

Near Metoda G.I.D.C
Spacious air-conditioned suites feature a personal safe, a flat-screen satellite TV and tea/coffee making facilities. Suites are furnished with a seating area and offer views of the lush garden surrounding the property. Private bathrooms come with shower facilities and free bath amenities. 
Heritage Khirasara Palace features an outdoor swimming pool, a business center and meeting/banqueting facilities that may also cater for weddings. With a 24-hour front desk, guests can request for luggage storage, laundry and ticketing services. 
Sheesh Mahal is an indoor restaurant serving vegetarian Indian and Continental dishes. Alternatively, guests can also enjoy dining at Deep Mahal, an outdoor restaurant serving the same cuisines. Room service is also available. 
This property is also rated for the best value in Khirasra! Guests are getting more for their money when compared to other properties in this city.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Vishal Patel 



INDRAVIJAY GOHIL
Good ……rajasthan style resort
[image: 5 Star Rating]

INDRAVIJAY GOHIL



Dr. Sohil Harsoda
Best hotel in class
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Dr. Sohil Harsoda



Surendra Singh Gadhwal
One of the best heritage property in Rajkot .
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Surendra Singh Gadhwal



Rajan Zalavadia
Highly recommend

Costly food and stay

But on top in rajkot

Rajwadi feel
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Rajan Zalavadia



abdul qadir
Best place for family, food of restaurant is too good, some what expensive, service was too good, staff behaviour was also extremely good, very nice place
[image: 5 Star Rating]

abdul qadir



SHAILESH KUMAR JHA
Good for weekend
[image: 5 Star Rating]

SHAILESH KUMAR JHA



Bhavik Shah
Good for family outing for one day…
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Bhavik Shah



Vijay Shah
Beautiful place.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Vijay Shah



Priyanka Shah
Amazing place for spending a weekend. 
Serene, Clean, well maintained .

The food was served with love .

Tasty and fresh food.
We requested for a Candle light dinner. The Experience was made a memorable one by the hotel staff , well decorated candle light dining that wasn’t so dark either due to some focus light..
A  variety of choices was offers to select from.

Food served with a smiling face. 
A pure vegetarian resort.

A serene ,holy temple of Goddess with Historical significance. 
A lovely return gift was also given .

A German silver coin with their logo printed on it was given in a fancy “batwaa”.
Would love to visit the place again..
Suggestible for NRI.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Priyanka Shah 



Ashwani Kaul
A real palace converted into a Heritage Hotel. Interesting entry, Heritage rooms with modern amenities and tasteful interiors, cosy restaurant and a lovely modern breakfast/coffee shop.
Has a 450 year old Mataji’s temple still visited by local villagers to seek blessings for the newly married on the day after their wedding!
There is a beautiful Shiv temple in the middle of the walkways, very nicely illuminated and stands out at night.
Excellent food and service with a smile everywhere!
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Ashwani Kaul



vipul detroja
real heritage palace enjoy superior food quality
[image: 5 Star Rating]

vipul detroja



Chirag Mehta
Food good
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Food good



Surendrasinh Jala
Nice heritage hotel on outskirts of Rakjot near Metoda
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Surendrasinh Jala



Siddharth Adani
Excellent food
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Siddharth Adani



paresh rathod
Good place to stay and restaurants. Very peaceful place in Rajkot.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

paresh rathod



maulik makadia
Best Punjabi food
[image: 5 Star Rating]

maulik makadia



suyash jain
Heritage Khirasara Palace is in Rajkot and once was a royal residence. The splendid architectural design with modern furniture offers a grand appeal that attracts a large number of guests here. Perched on a hill, this heritage hotel offers guests a magnificent 230 degree view of the city life. One can experience tranquility along with enjoying royal comforts. Cosy and tastefully furnished, the hotel also offers night-time entertainment, where cocktails are organized by the pool side. This palace offers Sur-Niwas, Sur-Niwas Deluxe, Ran-Vilas Deluxe, Pranay-Vilas, Thakur Bhim Sinh Ji Suite and Maharani-Suite rooms with pool views. Each room is spacious and has posh décor.
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suyash jain



JAY THUMMAR
Great place
[image: 5 Star Rating]

JAY THUMMAR



Kamdar 123
Superb photos shoot over here
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Kamdar 123



PUBG Mobile Warrior
Khirasara  which us 14 kms. away from the bustling city of Rajkot,has witnessed rich heritage and culture of the glorious past of Kathiawar, and has borne the brunt of centuries of history, now stands in its fullest splendor and glory, in the resplendent present.
The property is strategically located atop a hill, providing a 360 degree view of the breathtaking ambience at different times of the day. The Khirasara Palace has a unique and incomparable history of more than 450 years to unveil. Towering 150 feet above the Khirasara village, it stands imposing, majestic and undefeated.Situated  Experience the serenity, peace & clean fresh breeze, whilst being surrounded by the rich heritage, history & royal comfort within this grand monumental property spread over 7 acres. Formally landscaped gardens with lawns spread over 48000 sq.ft, exotic flowerbeds and artistic fountains.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

PUBG Mobile Warrior



siddharth bhayani
A classic , Royal and elegant place , I guess one of the place you don’t want to miss while in Rajkot , the central garden arena and the and the entrance is classy as is the palace itself . Much Royal treatment , fantastic food and service . Impressive .!
[image: 5 Star Rating]

siddharth bhayani



palak popat
A very nice place to spare the time
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palak popat



Sukhendu Jana
Nice palace  ..
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Sukhendu Jana



Kandy1234488
We arranged a merriage function of my sister here. The wow feeling at every stage of our stay.
Every staff member was really helpful especially Shubham Kacha helped us very much and made the experience more special. I really appreciate the positivity of Shubham during our 3 days stay.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Kandy1234488



Jakaaass
Royal stay at Khirasara palace
Memorable styay at Heritage Khirasara Palace with great hospitality of staff, awesome resort, lovely food and yes special thanks to Mr. Subham who upgraded our stay.. Will definitely visit one more time
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Jakaaass



Shrutibharal
Fantastic property, great hospitality . This pure veg heritage resort is a perfect place for get togethers. Best food in Rajkot.Awesomw swimming pool and variety venues for different occasions. Darbal Hall of property is one of its kind and glorious.
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Shrutibharal



Karan
stayed here for honeymoon. be sure to let the staff know ahead of time regarding decoration. includes various decorations including a bathtub full of flower petals. food is also excellent compared to other places.
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Karan



Paramjit
nice food.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Paramjit



brijesh oza
Nice food
[image: 5 Star Rating]

brijesh oza



Shailesh Jetani
Feel the king.

he majestic monument of Khirasara, which has witnessed the rich heritage and culture of the glorious past of Kathiawar, and has borne the brunt of centuries of history, now stands in its fullest splendour and glory, in the resplendent present.

The property is strategically located atop a hill, providing a 360 degree view of the breath taking ambience at different times of the day. Situated 14 kms away from the bustling city of Rajkot, on Kalawad road-experience serenity, peace & clean fresh breeze, whilst being surrounded by the rich heritage, history & royal comfort within this grand monumental property spread over 7 acres.
All the 26 suites (1 maharaja, 1 maharani and 24 royal) overlook a water body, providing unparalleled views and ambience at different times of the day.

legends and myths – The Khirasara Palace has a unique geography and an incomparable history of more than 450 years to unveil. This majestic palace stands a few miles away on the west of Rajkot city. Towering 150 feet above the Khirasara village, it stands imposing, majestic and undefeated.
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Shailesh Jetani



Tejas Dave
Service is best and food quality is awesome.
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Tejas Dave



Kalpesh Doshi
Awesome place, superb location
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Kalpesh Doshi



A J Parsi
Nice developing area , best heritage place. Good hospitality.
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A J Parsi



Rutva Heights
Nice place well maintained and good food
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Rutva Heights



Mrug world
Very nice place for couple and also for family 3 4 hour time spend here for memorable time,mobile photoshoot allowed ,profesional camera not allowed,romantic place to stay here,parking is free and place is near by main highway.sunday evening enjoyment u can spent time with your love one…It’s not love garden like.. so maintain discipline…And enjoy ..Keep in mind not for food only for wondering…
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Mrug world



Vivek karkar
Khirasara palace is so good place
[image: 5 Star Rating]

vivek karkar



Richard watson
Food excellent location superb
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Richard watson



MAC ZIT
Very nice resort , loved it
[image: 5 Star Rating]

MAC ZIT



Navneet
pleasant stay….you can spend quality time with family…
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Navneet



My Channel
Candle light dinner was arranged on request.

The place was warm and cosy,

Not too small or big. 
The decoration was pretty good.

Most importantly, the chief executive / manager handling the  restaurant served us with warmth and love. 
There was everything from soup to dessert.
We were given choices for cooked  dessert (carrot  halwa or  moong halwa ) , continental food. ( Pasta or pizza ) and soup too.
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My Channel



Binod Kumar
Nice place
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Binod Kumar



Brijrajsinh Gohil
Good place and free wi-fi

and breakfast
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Brijrajsinh Gohil



Shreyash Jan
Very beautifull play ground and dinner table
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Shreyash Jan



JAY SOLANKI
Its very good in foods and service.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

JAY SOLANKI



Pioneer19983343273
Heritage Khirasara Palace is one of the best hotel in Rajkot. The hotel is hygienic and staff is too good. All of them were wearing good smile on their faces this is the plus point. Food is very yummy. Service is very good for standard maintained heritage palace.
[image: 5 Star Rating]
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hardikvirti
Great & Awesome property with extraordinary & full smiling faces staff & classic suites & rooms to comfort our holiday mood in full swing. Sales dpt. head Mr. Surendra was the first to attend us from booking this property till the last moment in this great property.

Food was amazing as we were group of 13 to 15 people & jain menu was fantastic, all the soups, starters, fast food, main course including Mexican, Italian and of course Indian cuisine was not only up to the mark but they have served us the food with full smiling faces. Desserts were yummy.

Now the rooms, we stayed in RAN VILAS & PRANAY VILAS suites , both categories were too good & we have just fully enjoyed our stay at this amazing property. Both the swimming pools (Baby pool & Main pool) were in good condition as children enjoyed their maximum time in that area.

chef Dev Anand, sales head Mr. Surendra, food serving team Mr. Ankit singh & waiter Bansi, all were on their feet to serve us their best .

Over all it was a great stay in Heritage Khirasara Palace & we will definitely go again to enjoy this property.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

hardikvirti



Connector03572111342
Very nice to stay for family and nice food service. Was too good it she be more games for kids as kids also can njoy ND see she be some work shops for kids also had be feeling ambience was grat ND hospitality was extra ordinary
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Connector03572111342



Inspire23613717757
We stayed at this Palace on diwali vacation .stay was a wonderful and Staff is very generous specialy mr. Surendra is very helpful for reservations and for other facilities. Food teste is mind-blowing . Property is worth staying with family. Thanks to surendra ji and all staff for making this memorable trip. Good job . Keep it !!
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Inspire23613717757



Safari02372370756
We stayed at this palace on Diwali vacation,I have to say that my expectations met with reality.We were not able to get good deals online hence called directly to the hotel and spoken to Mr. Surendra who was very helpful in terms of explaining the amenities, facilities, category of rooms etc.

Check-in was very smooth, being the property so busy we were explained very well about every thing.

Property itself is very beautiful whether it be it’s architecting work, interiors which will make you feel like royals.

Maintaining such kind of property is not an easy task so staff work is commendable.

Coming to last review which is disappointing I will say that we should atleast think from their prospective also.

If someone has paid incorrect amount due to the hassle or system error then it is our resposibility to pay the remaining amount, as we know employee has to pay if he has unknowingly printed the wrong bill.

We should also not put bad comments if it has happened.If property was not good the why did extend the stay it shows everything was good but when they followed you for remaining payment then suddenly you realize that service,food and property was not good.

Please put your feet in their shoes before sharing the bad words.

I will only say to expericne the service yourself and decide,mine was very good special mention to Surendra for his out of the way assistance.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Safari02372370756



Kiran S
Excellent stay good hospitality resting supper all space good room service good garden and very good swimming pool also excellent reception , all things very good all stay supper all are very good in hotels ,, good job khirasarapalace team keep it !!
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Kiran S



Shital Shah
Food:- 5/5

Services:- 5/5

Hygiene:- 5/5

Staff Behaviour:- 5/5 (Excellent)

Parking facilities:- 5/5
Chef Mr. Devanand and Mr. Surendraji very helpful and co-operative.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Shital Shah



Mrs JIGNA Nikunj shah
superb palace excellent hospitality beautiful ambience excellent service of the staff good management by SURENDRAJI WELL MAINTAINED PALACE morning breakfast awesome nature superb fresh oxygen Swiming pool with music excellent

Excellent excellent excellent

No words superb palace 
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Mrs JIGNA Nikunj shah



Mr nikunj shah
We three families stayed from 3/4/5 November…Honeymoon suite was excellent…Food and hospitality was above excellence..Special thanks to Surendraji, Amit, Mereen…and all loving and caring staff..Would love to go again and again..
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Mr nikunj shah



jaydeepsinh g zala
Great place to visit, always a beautiful atmosphere there , a family place , for the people who want pictures these is the best place in town and the food is also tasty , nice service want to go there once more
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jaydeepsinh g zala



Ishan Shah
Best place to enjoy with family 😊
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Ishan Shah



pratibha chhimwal
Must visit place…..
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pratibha chhimwal



alpesh kikani
Food was nice…
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alpesh kikani



Arvind Rathod
Good place
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Arvind Rathod



Jaydip Makadiya
My Favourite place to celebrate any occasion from last 8 years…
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Jaydip Makadiya



Sanket Upadhyay
Superb Place to Spend weekend.
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Sanket Upadhyay



Arti Rupda
we had wedding function there. It’s really awesome place. staff is very supportive and understanding quick room service. Very delicious food !
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Arti Rupda



Pratik Umrania
It is pretty far from Rajkot city. The food quality is very nice. The ambience is good but not well maintained. Staff is very well behaved and respectful.
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Pratik Umrania



Nevil Kantesaria
Food was amazing and service was at its best
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Nevil Kantesaria



ronak hansalia
Great place and good food.
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ronak hansalia



neel chothani
Very good place & nice dinner
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neel chothani



Abdeali Barbhaya
good experience food is awsome
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Abdeali Barbhaya



maulik.rembo joshi
Best location nd luxury fine diner…
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maulik.rembo joshi



Satish
lovely place and environment. I m planning visit again with family for sure.
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Satish



Atul
very warm welcome, amazing location, beautiful surroundings, spacious rooms, open air restaurant and many more what traveller wants to have some peaceful moment from hectic & sounded city atmosphere..Great stay
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Atul



Pratik
best hotel in rajkot.all aminities are provided by hotel.dinner and breakfast provided by hotel is best.all staff is gentel and polite and helpful also. there is one man army surinder who solve all of your worry.must stay hotel
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Pratik



Daniel
Nice place with excellent staff. Food was excellent. Staff was very attentive and always ready to please. Some activities happen on the weekend. Ideal for celebration as well. A place to be when around. Great palace.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Daniel



Maps822373
Luvly place
It’s one of the best resort I ever visited .situated at the outskirts of Rajkot ,it’s a very peaceful place with all the best of facilities like spa, swimming pool,games for kids,movies etc…the best part is they have created nice temple with in which is many years old.bright banquet for wedding’s and super designed sweets.

Amazing vegetarian food.must visit .
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Mayank Kacha
Location was too good and the staff was responding and food there was fabulous too..
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Mayank Kacha



Malay Parmar
Best and nice place to stay here with family members, and it’s staff and members are very kind in nature…….. Owsome place, super place to stay here….. ……😇😇😇😇😇
Thanks google.
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Malay Parmar



Andy Edition
Good food and best service
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Andy Edition



Dharmi mehta
Very nice place to visit more & more time
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Dharmi mehta



SrinivasReddy Chinnam
SO NICE AND SPACIOUS AND COMFORTABLE
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SrinivasReddy Chinnam



Piyush Gohel
Awesome this place,the place of heaven
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Piyush Gohel



Chetan D
Excellent hotel

An awesome place. We loved the ambience which transported us back in times. We would love to see this hotel succeed commercially. The only thing missing is non-vegetarian food. so people who are from metro cities wil find this weird. And Rajkot wont be a world class city till they learn to host people from different cultures. Definitely we will come back to see this dream-come-true of the owners.
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Chetan D



raviGuwahati
Grt property

Heritage resort made within the fort is a great property and a beautiful one some 18 kms from rajkot airport. They have all categories of suites room with most of the facilities. Rooms r spacious enough with all amenities. The resort has a restaurant and green garden is seen every where along with a temple inside. Food is good and tea too. Really worth to stay with family too.
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raviGuwahati



valijessani
Peaceful

I could not believe it’s so near Rajkot it’s out standing, stayed two nights lovely food in the main restaurant.

Only down side is understanding language as all workers are from mainly Nepal, lovely venue for partying or weddings good service pickup and drop off from airport which is about 30 minutes.

Would definitely recommend good to stay with big group.
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valijessani



RAJIV J
The best resort in Rajkot Period

Actually calling it a resort is an understatement, its actually a tourist atraction in itself. You can just come here as a tourist and souk in the history, hospitality and great food. The rooms are very nice and staff is quite curtious. If you are visiting rajkot or just passing through it do visit this place.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

RAJIV J



AYUB J
a lovely heritage property

I just passed by this wonderful heritage property which from the outside looked too good for a heritage hotel.i m sure by the photographs I have seen of the interiors of this magnificent property I will make this hotel my next home whenever I visit Rajkot.breathtaking property.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

AYUB J



memonyaser
A very nice place to spend a day out with family

Almost 15 kms from Rajkot, a very peaceful place. Staff is very helpful, building infrastructure is good. A very good place to spend a day out with family. Food was also good. One can arrange a party or marriage ceremony. It has really big marriage hall. Overall really very good experience.
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memonyaser



Virginia D
The food!!!

We visited the restaurant at the Heritage Khirasara Palace for dinner. It was such great experience. The place is just so calm and beautiful. We tried the traditional Khatiawadi menu at the Sheesh Mahal restaurant (Ghatia nu shaak, Lasanya Alu with bhakri). It was a riot of flavours. I must add that the staff was very hospitable.
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Virginia D



ViplavShah
wonderful property !!!

Wonderful property just outside of Rajkot. Excellent hospitality and food !!!. Nice large rooms with beautiful inside out on both sides. Very good wind direction. Durbar hall is nicely decorated in red colour…overall very good place for spending weekends !!!
[image: 5 Star Rating]

ViplavShah



cpkalariya
Calm place to spend evening

It is always great time to spend at Heritage Khirasara Palace.

Very calm and nice ambiance for relaxation.

Restaurant serves Continental, Punjabi and Kathiawadi cuisines at its best.

Table reservation is must.
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cpkalariya



mvsounds
nice place to spend quiet time

Khirasara palace is a beautiful place to stay for a day or two, preferably when it is not a weekend as i suppose it will be a bit crowded then. Great surroundings, serene environment, perfect place to relax for a few days, food, rooms, service – everything is very good. The historic look of the place is charming and adds a flavor to your stay.
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mvsounds



arfhan2014
LOVED IT

good clean rooms, with amazing views of the city and the gardens, great staff, great receptionists who were available 24/7, prompt room service, good restaurant…..only vegetarian food. wifi is a lil tricky… all in all a great experience and the a highlight of my trip.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

arfhan2014



anandsahastrabudhe
Truly palatial

The serenity and calmness of the place is amazing! I stayed in Room no 102. Spacious, clean, tidy and very comfortable! The entire property is well maintained. The lunch at the restaurant was delicious! You feel like a royal guest! The staff is polite and courteous. The service is very efficient.

Though I was on a one-day business trip I am sure it is a delightful place for a family vacation.
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anandsahastrabudhe



ProfSkb
A worthy place to visit

A relaxed leisurely lunch on a Sunday when everyone else is at the India- South Africa ODI.

The ambience is something that I love over here. The service is attentive and excellent. The food is good and the variety is enormous.

An excellent place to treat relatives and friends.
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ProfSkb



priyab174
Royal celebration

I wanted to give surprise to my husband on his bday so booked room at Khirsara.. N he was totally surprised when we rchd thr… Wht a view just loved it..hotel staff(Mr.Shelendra) was so helpful. All d preparation so prefect n Food is too good worth going it… Thank u so much for making my hubby’s day….
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priyab174



NikhilSolanki
Excellent stay Gr8 hospitality

We Visited Khirasara on 22nd and 23rd August. We were a group of 16. Had booked 8 rooms. Excellent service, gr8 rooms, awesome VEG food. Did not miss NON VEG at all.

the management obliged to provide us early check-in and late checkout.

All of us enjoyed our stay at Khirasara. special mention for Mr.Shailendra , Thanks!!
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NikhilSolanki



Jyotindrasinh
exiting and exotic place to spend time with family and friends

exiting and exotic place to spend time with family and friends, it is old place of Khirasara State who used to stay here and this place has got really classy views to see, it is ideal for couples and friends too, it will help you relax from your daily routine and will make you feel fresh as it is situated outside from the city.
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Jyotindrasinh



Hardeep Kiyada
Gives nice pre modern feeling. Food is very good if ordered correctly.
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Hardeep Kiyada



Chintan Patel
Always royalty free stock photo of the day of the same here you go I am not sure how long it takes to get to see you and your family are kya baat hai to the day of the same the same the same here you can see it on the same the use and your WhatsApp Messenger bag with and without the day and friends is on weight while pregnant and due to unusual account the day before yesterday I know that I have a great day and friends is TRANSFER DATA the day before the end of the day
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Chintan Patel



Ajaysinh Vaghela
Food,location,gardan,swimmingpool,big tv screen in garden area,room for stay also available i like it super place for day out
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Ajaysinh Vaghela



Gaurang Pujara
Superb location with tasty food.
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Gaurang Pujara



vipulvora79
wow place

wow place too be with awesome infrastructure, excellent service, wonderful place with to be family,friends or colleagues, have a very good menu which provides yummy and mouthwatering dishes, and when u stay there for a night , gives you a feeling of staying like a prince or princess as its rooms and interior are such.
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vipulvora79



sudhindra2014
Awesome

We stayed for 4 days last week and it was a very memorable stay for us. The rooms are quite large in size and with all amenities required. The bath room is well designed . The breakfast served was hot and delicious in 24 hour coffee shop. The dinner we had in Sheesh Mahal restaurant was outstanding . The staff in the restaurants we visited are very polite and helpful. A couple of names to mention – Ankit & Kishen
[image: 5 Star Rating]

sudhindra2014



Nishit-manvar
Awesome Stay

it was pleasant stay.. Rooms are superb. Good Food Quality, awesome services provided by Hotel staff and management.. Staff is courteous, helpful and quite understanding. soothing Swimming pool as its fun to play throwball inside the pool with music.. also indoor games available.. thank you guys for awesome service
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Nishit-manvar



Tirthank S
Amazing experience

We stayed for 3 days. It was one of the best palace experience so far. Any cuisine you try, food is simply awesome. Staff was extremely helpful & courteous, especially in our case as we have 2 yr. old baby & had to cater to her demands. Location of the palace is superb you get great view & it is so windy & comfy. I’ll recommend to visit this palace.
[image: 5 Star Rating]

Tirthank S



brij2987
Superb is an understatement

Best, top in the list in every way . good and specious rooms, great food and service too, great management. We have experienced great services at this hotel. Staff is humble and superbly managed in very aspect. Thanks
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brij2987



Darsh H
Best Food Quality

It’s little far fom rajkot.

One of the best place as of location wise and for food. It was one of the fort and now built up as restaurant and resort . It is little bit costly reataurant . And get in charges are nullified in dinner bill.
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lboutet
We initially planned to stay in Rajkot, but finally choosed Heritage Khirasara Palace that is a few kilometers away. The hotel is installed at the location of the previous palace, the entrance is impressing, as the palace is large and on a hill. Rooms are comfortable, the garden is beautiful, the service is good. Maybe the swimming pool would deserves sun lounger. The restaurant is really excellent, one of our favorite in a month in India
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lboutet



Avni S
Great family venue. Good food and atmosphere. Menu was quite extensive with good standards of hygiene and cleanliness. The work carried to restore the old palace is brilliant with nice swings and garden decor.
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Maj Parthivsinh… G
“Thrifty” & “Tranquillity” are the words I associate with when it comes to Khirasara Palace Stay

Frequent Business travellers require peace and warmth once they reach the secluded “space” to recuperate after an eventful day. Heritage Khirasara Palace is this “space” in Rajkot which provided me the absolute ambience to balance this requirement.
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rrock9204
Amazing Stay

I went Rajkot for my vacation with my friends. We stayed in Heritage Khirasara Palace. It was an fabulous experience staying there. The most and best part is there swimming pool in night it is has an amazing view. And their food is to good traditional food which is kathiyawadi it was mind blowing and amazing. We all Loved staying there.
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Apoorva_Raval
Good food & ambience

Good food & ambience.. have been here with family & friend for dinner .. its has many options to choose from its menu .. cafe remain open for 24/7 bit far from rajkot probably will take 40 50 mins from city to reach there
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Vishal A
Pleasant stay, best service

Clean & tidy rooms, amazing service with polite staff…very nice food, many options available to choose from…good ambience in and out of the resort.Best experience in here. Highly recommend to stay here! Loved this place.
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Faraz R
Nice stay

I went Rajkot first time. I stayed in Heritage Khirsara Palace. The resort is good, staff is friendly and food is delicious and their traditional kathiyawadi food is very good in taste I loved it all together it is superb. I enjoyed my stay there.
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Mayank B
Enjoyed a lot.

We were gone their for our trip in vication. We enjoyed a lot. Hotel is decent and nice greenery and environment is very calm. Rooms are good. Food is nice. Staff is good helping. Their swimming pool is very nice view is awesome. Loved our stay. I strongly recommend to stay their for vication to enjoy.
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Links

Room Packages

Excursions

Sheesh Mahal Menu

Wind and Waves Menu

Room Service Menu




		

	





	
		
			
Contact Us

+91 99130 77077

+91 2827 234440

+91 2827 234441

+91 2827 234445

1800-2333-4567

reservations@khirasarapalace.in



		

	





	
		
			
Locate Us

Kalawad Road, Nr. Metoda G.I.D.C.,

At: Khirsara(Ranmalji),

Rajkot(Gujarat)India.
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